Cylindrical semigroups play an important role Mislove's description of Irr(X) and are the building blocks used in the construction of a hormos. Hofmann and Mostert [3] have shown that every compact irreducible semigroup is a hormos. The definition and description of a cylindrical semigroup, given in §1, is from their book. I* Definitions and notation* All spaces are Hausdorff. All homomorphisms are continuous unless otherwise stated. A homomorphism will be called abstract if it is not assumed continuous. A group considered with the discrete topology will be called abstract. A topological semigroup is a topological space, S, together with a continuous associative multiplication m: S x S-+S; m(s, t) = st. All semigroups are topological with identity 1. A topological group is a semigroup with the map φ: S-*S, φ(s) = s~\ continuous also. An ideal, I, in a semigroup, S, is a subset of S such that: if x e S then (xl U Ix) c I. If S is compact and abelian then S has an ideal M(S) which is minimal with respect to set inclusion, is unique, and is a group. An idempotent x e S has the property x 2 = x. The maximal 1* DEFINITION. Let A and G be compact groups. Let A be an abelian and /: J5Γ-* A a homomorphism such that f{H)* = A. Consider H* x A x G with coordinate-wise multiplication, and let S be that subsemigroup defined by:
Any homomorphic image of S is called a cylindrical semigroup.
The following theorem which describes cylindrical semigroups is from [3, p. 85 From this theorem it is possible to describe T in terms of equivalence classes of elements in H* x B x G.
/(0) is the identity of A. r, if it exists, is the least real number such that φ(r, f{r), e) = φ(^f a, g) for some a e A, g e G.
B = φ(oo x A x e). T[ -φ(β') x e .

Let /: H-> B be given by f(p) -φ{^, f(p), e) then
UT[) = {([p], f(p), e): p e H) U [r] x B x e .
If there is no such r, then ί^TDczH* x B x G. Let
where r ^ oo, {G [P] : p e ίΓ*} has the following two properties:
(1) GiriSffw for p^g; II* Automorphisms on semigroups of the form of S. We first consider automorphisms of the cylindrical semigroup S given in Definition 1. M(S) , the minimal ideal of S, is co x A x G. H(S), the group of units, is {(0, /(0), g): g e G}. From Theorem A we have that an automorphism a: S -* S can be thought of as an automorphism on
S' x H(S).
Consider the situation where G -{e}. We have S = S', M(JS>') = oo x A x e and S'\M(S') is isomorphic to H by (j>, f(p) 9 e) <-• ^. For an automorphism α: S' ->S', a(M(S')) = M(S')', and, α restricted to S'\M(S') corresponds to an automorphism of if. Since the only automorphisms of H are multiplication by a positive real number λ, we have a (p, f(p) , e) = (λp, /(λp), e).
How shall a behave on M(S f )l Let R be the additive group of real numbers, then f:H-+A can be extended to F: R -* A (for x$H 9 F(x) = f(-x)-1 ) and F{R) will be dense in A. Let a(p, f(p) ,e) = (λj>, /(λp), e). Then: (oo,f(0),e) ,e)(oo,/(0),e) , e) .
Define λ: F(R)-+F(R) by λ(F(a?)) = F(λα?). α| w) : M(S') -M(S') must be an extension of λ. This extension will be called λ Any homomorphism between dense subgroups of compact groups can be extended to a unique homomorphism between the groups. If original map is an automorphism then the extension is also. The existence and uniqueness of the extension, as a function, follow from the fact that the subgroups are uniform spaces and the groups are completions of them [1] . That the extension is a homomorphism is an easy consequence of the definition of the extension. Proof. If a: S' ->S' is an automorphism the discussion above shows that a (p, f(p) , e) = {Xp, f(Xp), e) and α(>, α, e) = (°o, λα, β). If / is constant then A = {e}; S' is isomorphic to H*; and multiplication by any λ is an automorphism.
LEMMA. Let S' = {{p, f(p), e): p e H) U °°
Suppose / is not constant. Consider the map λ:
If F is not one-to-one then the kernel of F in R is cyclic and X:R-+R must preserve this kernel. This implies λ is an integer. Since λ" 1 must also be an integer, we have λ = 1. If F is one-to-one then λ is an automorphism of the abstract group F(R). To be an automorphism of F(R) with the induced topology from A, X( = FxF~ι) must be open and continuous. The remark immediately preceding this lemma guarantees that λ can be extended to A when it is open and continuous. given by i(μ) = (oo, α, e). Similarly τ must be a homomorphism. Since elements in oo x A x β commute with elements of oo x /(0) x G, τ maps A into Z(G).
Let Λ F -{Xe Λ: FXF~ι is open and continuous}. When G Φ {e} we have a: S' x H(S) -> S' x H(S) where H(S) is isomorphic to G and M(S) = oo x A x G. Since a(H(S)) = H(S),
3* THEOREM. Lei AS 6e as in Definition 1. a: S-+S is an automorphism iff a(x, a, g) = (λa?, Xa, τ(a)ξ(g)) where Xe A F \τ\ A ->Z(G) is a homomorphism and ζ: G -> G is a^ automorphism.
Proof. The above discussion establishes the only if part. Let λ, τ, £ be given as described in the theorem, ά: H* x A x G-+H* x A x G can be defined by ά(x, α, g) = (λx, λα, r(α)ί(g)). It is immediate that α is an abstract automorphism. Since H* x A x G is compact, we need only that a is continuous. Let U x F x TF be a basis open Case (a). Let r < co and G = {e}. Then K = {([r], /(0), β)}.
4, LEMMA. Let T be given by Case (a). The only automorphism on T is the identity.
Proof. Let a be an automorphism of T. 
For p < r, if p ^ r/w then there exists a sequence, possibly finite, of integers {wj such that p = X r/?v α is continuous so, again,
For p > r, p -nr + p' where p' < r. We have:
So α is the identity map. In this case, the description becomes more complicated but is in fact, no more difficult to prove. The previous cases allowed τ: A-> Z{G) to be defined in M(T) and then used in T\M(T).
, it is not possible to start by taking r defined in M(T) to be any homomorphism in Horn (A, Z(G) ). Rather, we start with a homomorphism h: H-> T\M(T) which must also determine a homomorphism f(H) -> Z(G). The latter homomorphism can then be extended to define τ. Without loss of generality, we may assume G m = {e}.
THEOREM. Let T be as described for Case (d). Let ξ: G-^G be an automorphism.
If r < oo, let ξ(G [p] [p] ) and Proof. Let us assume r -oo. The proof for r < oo follows this one replacing λ by 1 and p by \p\. Let a be given.
Let h: H-> T be a homomorphism such that h(p) = ([p], f{p), gG
Define ξ: G->G in the usual way by considering a\ IIiT) .
It is still the case that (p, f(p), G p )-+(Xp, f(Xp), gG p ). This follows directly from the top level of the diagram in Theorem A. One can show that ξ(G P ) = G λp by considering (p, f(p), G v ) written as (p, f(p), gG p ) for g 6 G p . Xe Λ F since once again λ must be extended to an automorphism of A in M(T) (see Theorem 3).
Define
is the composition of three homomorphisms
H-> H-L+ T-^T where f(p) = (p,f(p), G P ) . Define Xh(p) -h(Xp). Xh is also a homomorphism but not of the type specified by the theorem. Define τ: A-+ Z(G/G^), as was done in Theorem 3, by considering*
Note:
So {^(p)(°°,/(0), Goo)} represents the graph of a homomorphism from /(#)-> ^G/GJ. We shall sometimes write r(α) as τ{a)G oo . We observe that {h(p)(oo f /(0), Go.)} = {λ&(p)(oo, /(0), GJ}, so Λ, and Xh can be made to determine the same r. For the converse let f, and Λ, be given, f determines λ e Λ F . λfc determines the graph of a homomorphism since h does. Define τ(f(p)) -KUH^P)(°°, /(0), Goo)) where TΓ*, is the projection, r can be extended in the usual way to A.
Define a: T-> T by α(2>,/(2>), ^G p ) = Xh(p)(0, α(°°, α, flfGJ = (oo, λα,
Showing α is an abstract homomorphism is straightforward. One can prove a is continuous by writing T as the image of S and considering open sets. This proof is omitted because it is uninteresting and requires complicated notation.
Case (e). Let r = oo, G p = G q Φ G^ and K = {(oo, /(0), e)}.
This situation is a simple version of Case (d). Since G p = G λp for all λ, we no longer have λ determined by ξ: G -> G. Any choice of λ e Λ F will give an automorphism.
/(P), flrG rs ): p e H, g e GRJ [r]xAxG and let Γ= {([pi f(p), gG [p] } U ([r] x A x G)IK. Let k: T-+T be the map which is the identity on f\M{f)
and the quotient map on M(f).
Recall: if flr], a, g) e K and ([r], a,g)eK
then a -a iff g -g. When r < oo, if fc(ί r ) is a convergent net in T such that k(t r ) ί M(T) and lim fc(ί r ) e Λf(Γ), then ty is a convergent net in f.
Let τr^(lΓ) = {a e A: ([r], a, g) e K for some # G G}. Let β be the abstract isomorphism β: π A (K) -> G given by flr = /3(α) if ([r] ,a,g)eK.
7* LEMMA. Let T and T be as above. Let a: f -+T be charac-
terized by (λ, τ, ξ) or by (λ, h, ζ) as given in 3, 5, 6.
Let π A (K) and β be as above. There exists an automorphism a: T -» T such that ak = kά iff X\ πAiK ) is an automorphism and τ(a) = β{^a)ξ{β{a))~ι for aeπ A (K).
Proof. Suppose a induces an automorphism a such that ak = kά.
Consider ά\ M{^ as an automorphism on the group M(f).
This induces a\ M{T) on M(T) and for a\ M{T) to be well defined and one-to-one we must have
Hence, λαeTΓ^JSΓ) and £(λα) = τ(a)ξ(β(a)). Since α" 1 is also an automorphism λ -1 α e τu A (K) and λ is onto. /S(λα) = τ(a)ξ(β(a)) implies τ(α) -βfaήξiβia))- 1 . The proof of the converse is straightforward. It is convenient to consider the continuity of a on T\M(T) and M(T) separately and then consider a net converging to M{T).
8+ THEOREM. Let f, T and k be as in Lemma 7. a: T-+ T is an automorphism iff there exists an automorphism a: f -> f such that ak -kά.
Proof. Let a: T -> T be an automorphism. We consider two cases: r < oo and r = ©o. Let r < co. We know from Theorems 5 and 6 that ά is determined by (£, &) or (£, r). Constructing & is the more general situation. An argument similar to that of Theorem 4 establishes that
Define ξ: G-+ G by ξ(g) = τr G αA:([0], 1, #). Clearly f is an automorphism.
Define h:H-+f by: ([r] , /(0), e)) so τ is continuous on f{H) and hence on A. Even if <$ is more efficiently given by (ξ, r), Λ can be defined and the above will show τ continuous.
It is immediate that
Define α: f -> f by (£, fc) or (£, r).
So α/b = kά. Now, let r = oo and G = G/G^. Define f as before. Either ξ determines λ (as in 6); or, define λ by checking ak (p, f(p), G p ) . If / is not one-to-one then, λ = 1 or A = {1}. If / is one-to-one then λ is one-to-one on f(H) c A and can be extended to λ continuous on A. Since or 1 is also an automorphism the above process can be done for λ" 1 which means λ is open on A and hence λ e Λ F .
. h is a homomorphism since Λ is an isomorphism.
Define τ(f(p)) = TΓGWPH 00 * /(O), GOO)), r is continuous since A and π-c are, and can be extended to A.
We define a: f -f by (λ, £, fe) or (λ, f, r). Again, αfc -kά. So, for each case, <$, an automorphism of T inducing ά, can be constructed.
IV Automorphism groups. This section describes the group structure of the groups of automorphisms given in II and III. All groups discussed here are discrete. Bowman [2] has described the topology of these groups. Since in each case the group is described as a semidirect product of groups of homomorphisms; we give the definition of semidirect product below.
Let A and B be two groups. Let g: A-* Jϊf{B), the group of automorphisms of B, be a function such that:
A x B is a group with the following multiplication: (α, b) (a, b) -(aa, b(g(a) b)) when g is of type i; (α, δ) (α, 5) -(aa, (g(a) b)b) when # is of type ii. The semidirect product will be denoted A x g B.
Recall, the operation in s/iβ) is composition of functions; in Horn (A, Z(G)), multiplication of functions; in Λ F , multiplication of real numbers.
We begin with jy(S) where S is as in Definition 1. We have from Theorem 3 the correspondence a*-+(\ τ, f) for <xes$f(S). It is immediate that this correspondence is one-to-one.
9* THEOREM. Let S be as in Definition 1. The automorphism group of S is isomorphic to
where
(of type i) .
Proof.
Showing that the correspondence given by Theorem 3 is a homomorphism is only a matter of computing a © a where a, a are in S^f(S). The multiplication given by g x and # 2 is as follows:
Proceeding to the various forms of T discussed in §111, we have, in Case (a), jsf(T) = {l τ }. In Case (b) , T is really of the form of S so Theorem 9 applies. For Case (c) we have the following. Proof. In this case T is almost like S. X is forced to be 1. g here corresponds to g 2 in Theorem 9. (ξ, r)(f, τ) -(£°f, τ(£of)). Proof. There are several things to check in this theorem. Again we will consider r = oo as in the proof of Theorem 6. ξhX~l
From Theorem 6, we note if a is given
From this we see the correspondence between α and (ξ, h) is one-to-one and that the construction of τ does not depend on which representation is used.
The multiplication in Ξ F x g 3ίf is (ίi, £i)(£», k) = (£i°£ a , W&^VλΓ 1 )) .
We note that h^ξ^K 1 ) determines τ where τ -(τ 1 o\ i )(ξ 1 oτ 2 ) which is exactly the product we expect to see in a 1 oa 2 From here it is immediate that the correspondence is an isomorphism.
In Case (e) we replace Ξ F in Theorem 11 by Ξ Q x A F where ξeΞ Q if ζ(GJ) = Goo. The automorphism group of T is isomorphic to (Ξ o x Λ F ) x g §ίf where g((ζ, λ))^ = ξhX~ι and g is of type i.
In Case (f) the isomorphism group of T is a subgroup of f V* Examples* The following semigroups can be found in Chapter D of [3] . 13* Example* Let S be as in 12. Let T be the homomorphic image of S obtained by letting r = 1 and not changing A or G. is given by 10 and 14* Example* Let S be as in 12. Let T be the homomorphic image of S obtained by letting G p -Z for p < oo and GL = Λ/Z. Γ is described in §11, Case (e). j*f(T) is given by Theorem 11 and the comment following it. This is a particularly simple example where 
